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DETAILS OF HEARING AND REPRESENTATION 
 
This is an award in the matter between Pienaar Jaco (hereinafter the applicant) 
and OMNIA Nutriology (hereinafter the respondent). The arbitration was held at 
Casa Mia on the 15th May 2013. The applicant was represented Mr. Le Roy Fritz 
an official from Solidarity Union whilst the respondent was represented by Ms. 
Mohsina Chenia an attorney from Cliff Dekker Hofmeyer Attorneys. The 
respondent led its evidence through four witnesses whilst the applicant led its 
evidence through a single witness. 
 
ISSUES FOR DETERMINATION 
 
To determine whether the applicant’s dismissal was substantively fair. 
 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES  
 

Whilst it was agreed at the conclusion of the arbitration proceedings that the 
parties will submit their closing arguments on the 24th May 2013, the respondent 
submitted its closing arguments only on the 28th May 2013 whilst the applicant 
submitted his on the 30th May 2013. 
  
Although the award was due on the 7th June 2013 extension was granted to have 
the award submitted on the 10th June 2013. 
 
SUBMISSION OF EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT 
 
RESPONDENT’S VERSION 

 
1ST WITNESS MOLEFI FLOYD SELIKANE 
 
The respondent called Mr. Molefi Floyd Selikane as its first witness and he 
testified as follows: 
 
He has been in the employment of the respondent for the past twelve years. 
Currently he is working within the Instrumentation depart of the respondent as a 
Junior Mechanic. He has been a Junior Mechanic for the past two years and eight 
months. He knows the applicant since he has been working with him for the past 
two years and five months in the Instrumentation department. 
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He interacts with the applicant with other employees within the department 
through daily morning safety meetings, tea time as well as lunch time. On the 6th 
December 2012 between 15h30 to 16h00 as black employees were proceeding to 
the taxis that were to take them home he heard the applicant shout in a loud 
voice “daar gaan die bobbejane”. 
 
Although he did not actually see the applicant when he uttered those words he 
had however recognized his voice because he knows the applicant’s voice. He 
was also approximately thirty metres from where the applicant was sitting with 
the other white employees when he uttered those words.  
 
Furthermore, although the white employees were speaking among themselves 
and played music from their cars at the time the applicant uttered the words 
”daar gaan die bobbejane” he could hear the latter because he uttered those 
words in a loud voice and the white employees were not speaking loud and the 
music was soft. Further to that, although they had been drinking alcohol he was 
not drunk as he had taken little alcohol and could thus make sense of his 
surroundings.  
 
He did not like what the applicant said since it was not the right way to address 
one’s colleagues or co-workers. The applicant had certainly directed the words 
“daar gaan die bobbejane” to the black employees since they were the only 
people leaving at the time when the applicant uttered those words.  
 
2ND WITNESS ISRAEL MOHLOUOA 
 
The respondent called Mr. Israel Mohlouoa as its second witness and he testified 
as follows: 
 
He is employed by the respondent as an Assistant within the Instrumentation 
department. He has been working as such for the past four and half years.  
 
He knew the applicant for the past two to three years as they had worked 
together at the workshop. He knows the applicant very well since they use to 
play together and meet four to five times per day at the smoking area and they 
also attended safety meetings together.  
 
On the 6th December 2012 the employees attended a year end function where 
there was lots of alcohol. Two black guys known to him as Cheeseboy and David 
fought during the said function but they were stopped and the party continued.  
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After sometime the white employees grouped themselves together, took all the 
alcohol with them and sat separate from the black employees. His supervisor and 
his colleagues also moved and set not far from where the white employees were 
sitting whilst the rest of the black employees continued sitting where all 
employees had previously been sitting at the commencement of the party. 
 
It was at the time when black employees were going to the taxis which were to 
take them to their homes that he whilst approaching the said taxis in the 
company of Shadrack heard the applicant say in Afrikaans “daar gaan die 
bobbejane”. When he asked Shadrack as to whether he had heard what had been 
said the latter told him that they should just go and not get involved in the 
matter. 
 
Although there was music playing from the radio of one of the cars parked 
where the white employees were sitting and the latter were speaking among 
them, the noise level was low as the black people who had been loud were 
already in taxis. He could not have confused the applicant’s voice as he knows 
the latter’s voice very well and the applicant also spoke very loud when he 
uttered the said words with the intention that the black employees should hear 
him.  
 
Furthermore, the words uttered were clearly aimed at the black employees as 
they were the only people leaving at the time the same was said. He was hurt by 
the applicant’s utterances hence he asked Shadrack whether he had also heard 
what was said. He also thought that they were called that because it was 
sanctioned by the respondent. 
 
3RD WITNESS ISHMAEL MOLOI 
 

The respondent called Mr. Ishmael Moloi as its third witness and he testified as 
follows: 
 
He has been in the employment of the respondent for the past thirteen years. He 
is currently employed as a Technician for the past five years of the said thirteen 
years. He knows the applicant as they had worked in the same workshop. 
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On the 6th December 2012 they were at the year-end function which had started 
from 07h00. Although there were incidences that were not good that took place 
as a result of the employees being drunk, the worst incident took place in the 
afternoon as the black people got into a taxi to leave as someone from the group 
of white employees that had been sitting separated from the black employees 
shouted and said in Afrikaans “daar gaan die bobbejane”. 
 
Upon hearing the said utterances he approached his supervisor Dolph who 
although confirmed having heard the said utterances stated that he could do 
nothing about the matter as the guys were drunk. When he insisted to Dolph that 
what had just happened was not right the latter responded by saying that they 
would no longer have these functions as everyone was doing as they pleased. 
 
He however, was unable to recognize who had uttered those words as he did not 
see the person who uttered them. He was hurt by the said words which are not 
helping especially considering the South African history which they are trying to 
forget. 
 
4TH WITNESS MICHAEL TAMAKLOE 
 
The respondent called Mr. Michael Tamakloe as its fourth witness and he 
testified as follows: 
 
He is employed at OMNIA Fertilizers currently as a GM, however at the time of 
the incident in question he was employed as an Engineering Manager. As the 
Engineering Manager he oversaw the Instrumentation and Electrical department. 
Under the Instrumentation department he had a supervisor who was an 
Engineer Dolph Britz reporting to him. Dolph Britz in turn had a Technician Pier 
Moolman reporting to him who had the applicant reporting to him in his 
capacity as an Artisan. 
 
He was the complainant during the applicant’s disciplinary inquiry. Prior to the 
applicant’s disciplinary hearing Dolph Britz had disciplined Ephraim 
Cheseseboy and David who had been involved in a fight but did not take action 
against the person who had made a racist comment on that day where it was said 
“daar gaan die bobbejane”.  
 
He commenced investigations after he was informed about the said comment to 
find out who the culprit or culprits were. His investigations revealed that the 
applicant had been the one who had uttered the said words hence he was called 
to a disciplinary inquiry.  
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It was during the applicant’s disciplinary hearing that he got information about a 
fight between Cheeseboy and David, the stolen alcohol and that Cheeseboy had 
also made a racist comment on that day to the effect that “vandag saal ek ‘n boer 
moer”.  
 
When he heard of these incidences he realized as the head of the department that 
there had been a grave injustice that had taken place as it would seem that they 
had only disciplined one individual ( being the applicant). 
 
He then conducted further investigations on the assault, theft and the racist 
comment made to the effect that “vandag saal ek ‘n boer moer”. He also 
investigated as to why Dolph Britz had only taken action against certain 
individuals and not all of them. 
 
Subsequent to that, Ephraim Cheeseboy was dismissed and Dolph Britz was 
issued with a written warning for dereliction of his duties as he did not address 
the incidents that had been brought to his attention i.e. Dolph had been informed 
of the racist comment “daar gaan die bobbejane” but took no action whatsoever 
in regard to that. Furthermore Doph Britz had acknowledged to him when he 
was investigating the incident that he had heard the words being uttered and 
that Ismael Moloi had also spoken to him about the said words.  
 
He was therefore astounded by Dolph’s denial during the disciplinary hearing 
that he had heard the words “daar gaan die bobbejane” being uttered as he had 
admitted to him when he conducted his investigations that he had actually heard 
the said words being uttered. He had thus challenged Dolph about the change of 
heart during the applicant’s disciplinary hearing even though the chairperson 
failed to indicate that in his minutes.  
 
The applicant’s conduct has cause complete breakdown of the trust relationship 
between him and the respondent because he would not be able to have 
somebody within his department who sees other people in a different way as 
that is not good for the morale of the employees. Furthermore, the respondent’s 
policy is that there would be no discrimination of anyone based on sex, gender 
and race hence he had also dismissed Cheeseboy who is black for uttering the 
words “vandag saal ek ‘n boer moer”. 
 
APPLICANT’S VERSION 
 

The applicant testified as the sole witness as follows: 
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On the 6th December 2012 there was a year-end function that was scheduled for 
07h00 to 16h00. He and Pier arrived at 07h30 with liquor worth approximately R 
3500-00 that Pier had carried in his bakkie. Most of the people from the 
workshop attended the said function with the exception of two employees. 
 
They consumed alcohol whilst waiting for food which was only ready at 14h00. 
They also continued drinking after eating and played music loudly from one of 
the black guy’s car. It was after eating that the white employees decided to go sit 
on the other side of the lapa so they could play other types of music other than 
the one played by that black guy.  
 
The employees actually separated into three groups i.e. the white employees that 
sat in front of the lapa as well as Ishmael’s group which sat not far from the 
white employees whilst the black employees were left sitting behind the lapa 
where the bakkie was playing music. Although the white employees played 
music from three different cars they did that in turns i.e. they would play one 
song from one car at a time. 
 
Although they were twenty-five to thirty metres away from Ishmael’s group they 
however could not hear their conversation and vice versa. Furthermore, although 
there had been a bakkie parked in passageway between them and the other 
group he is not certain whether it had been playing any music or not.  
 
He first heard of the racial utterances for the first time a few days after the year-
end function when Michael told him that he would be conducting investigations. 
The last time he heard of the said incident was when Michael called him into 
Bennett’s office and issued him with the suspension letter.  
 
If these words had been uttered at all Dolph and Pier would have been most 
likely people to have heard them. Although he was not there at the time he 
however was informed by his white colleagues that Dolph and Pier had in fact 
approached them to find out if they had heard anything although he cannot 
recall what it was that they were asked they had heard.  
 
It was not quiet on the day of the year-end function as music was being played 
and the noise level could be compared to that the people in the bar made. There 
were also people who were drunk during the function who were also loud at the 
time. He did not hear anybody utter the words “daar gaan die bobbejane.” 
Furthermore, no one in his group heard the words being uttered.  
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He called four witnesses during his hearing who also confirmed that they did not 
hear anyone utter those words. He does not think it is reasonable for the 
respondent to have relied on the evidence of people who allege to have known 
that it was him that uttered those words purely by his voice, as it is not possible 
for anybody to could have identified his voice out of the forty-four people that 
were in attendance at the function. 
 
There were twelve to fifteen people in his group. It is also possible that the words 
might have been uttered by someone who was not sitting in his group. It is his 
belief that the respondent had treated him unfairly. 
 
He was aware that Cheeseboy had uttered the words “vandag saal ek ‘n boer 
moer” as he had said those words to Andrew and him. He was however, not 
aware of the fight between Cheeseboy and David. He is also not aware that 
David was disciplined since he was suspended prior to Michael having known 
about their fight.  
 
He believes that he could still work for the respondent since nobody had testified 
during his hearing that he was a racist and thus could not work with him. 
 
ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT  
 
It is common cause that the applicant was dismissed from his employment. My 
brief is to determine whether the said dismissal was substantively fair or not.   
 
It is my brief further to determine whether the words “daar gaan die bobbejane 
had been uttered and if so whether the same had been uttered by the applicant. I 
am to determine also whether the applicant’s dismissal had been harsh. 
 
I must state from the onset that it had been the applicant’s testimony throughout 
these proceedings that the derogatory words “daar gaan die bobbejane had not 
been uttered either by him or any of his colleagues. The applicant further 
testified that had these words been uttered Dolph who was the closest to where 
the applicant was sitting with his white colleagues would have heard them. The 
applicant premised this on the fact that Dolph though he had been drinking was 
not drunk since he had very little to drink. 
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It was on the other hand the respondent’s evidence that the derogatory words 
had been uttered and that they had been uttered by the applicant. The 
respondent argued that that the words had been uttered is proven by the fact 
that they had not been heard by Floyd and Israel only who had admitted to have 
been drinking alcohol though they were not drunk but that the said words had 
been heard by Ishmael as well whom it is common cause did not drink alcohol at 
all on that day as he had been on standby. 
 
It is interesting to note that the applicant who had throughout his evidence 
disputed that the words “daar gaan die bobbejane” had been uttered argued that 
I should accept Ishmael’s evidence as he consider him to be the only credible 
witness from the respondent since he was sober at the time of the incident and 
was the closest to the applicant’s group than Floyd and Israel.  
 
The applicant’s submission means that he now agrees with the respondent that 
the said derogatory words had been uttered. This thus makes it common cause 
between the parties that the words “daar gaan die bobbejane” had been uttered 
at the time the black employees were leaving the year-end function since it has 
always been Ishmael’s testimony that he heard the words being uttered although 
he is unable to say who had uttered the same. This therefore means it is no 
longer necessary for me to decide whether these words had been uttered or not 
but to accept that the words had indeed been uttered.  
 
What therefore, remains to be determined is whether the said words had been 
uttered by the applicant or not. It was the applicant’s argument that it was not 
possible for both Floyd and Israel to have recognized his voice since they were 
the furthest from where he had been sitting. The applicant also contended that 
there was loud music playing at the time. Thirdly that they two had consumed 
alcohol and that it was improbable for them to have identified each and every 
person’s voice at a party where everyone was talking and having a good time. 
 
It is clear from the applicant’s argument that he now alleges that the two 
employees were not sober but drunk. However, the problem with this argument 
is that at no stage did the applicant put this version to the two employees during 
these proceedings. The applicant also did not dispute the evidence of the two 
employees when they categorically stated that although they had taken alcohol 
they were not drunk. 
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The applicant’s further argument that  it is impossible for the two employees to 
have recognize his voice since there was loud music playing was quashed by the 
applicant’s own submission that the only music playing at that time was from 
one car parked next to where the white employees had been sitting. The 
applicant also did not refute the respondent’s witnesses’ evidence that he uttered 
those words as the black employees were leaving which meant that there was no 
longer loud music playing at the time the said derogatory words were uttered.  
 
The applicant’s submission that music was playing from a single vehicle next to 
where white employees were sitting also supports the respondent witnesses’ 
evidence which he had blatantly denied at the time these witnesses were 
testifying that the music was played from one car next to the white employees as 
most of the black employees had been in taxis ready to leave.  It is thus clear 
from the evidence before me that it was at the time possible for Floyd and Israel 
who were on their way to the taxi to have not only heard the words “daar gaan 
die bobbejane” being uttered but also to identify who had uttered them. 
 
There is evidence from these two employees that they have known the applicant 
for a period of more than two years, which evidence was not refuted by the 
applicant. The two witnesses each went on to explain how they knew the 
applicant. Floyd stated that he interacted with the applicant daily through 
morning safety meetings, tea time as well as lunch time breaks.  
 
Whilst Israel stated that he knew the applicant very well since they use to play 
together and meet four to five times per day at the smoking area for smoke 
breaks and that he and the applicant also attended safety meetings together. The 
applicant did not dispute any of the two witnesses’ evidence save to say that he 
was not friends with Israel but colleagues. This submission I must say does not 
take this matter any further as it does not disprove that the two employees could 
not be able to have recognized the applicant’s voice who I believe had uttered the 
words “daar gaan die bobbejane” believing that no black employee would hear 
him as they were already all in the taxis. 
  
However, unfortunately for the applicant he did not see that Floyd and Israel 
who knew his voice very well heard him and were able to recognize his voice 
when he uttered those derogatory words. I must state that it not necessary for a 
person to see who was talking for him to be able to recognize the voice of the 
speaker as the applicant alleges it should be. I also could not accept the 
applicant’s argument that it requires an expert to identify one’s voice.  
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In this case Floyd and Israel are experts enough to be able to identify the 
applicant’s voice through their interaction with the applicant over a period of 
two to three years. The two would be able to recognize the applicant’s voice even 
when he spoke in Afrikaans as they had close interactions with him daily. 
 
The same cannot be said of Ishmael. There is no evidence before me that Ishmael 
had any close interactions with the applicant which makes it possible for him to 
have not been able to recognize the latter’s voice. Furthermore, the applicant’s 
evidence that Dolph who was closest to him could have heard him if he had 
uttered these words fall out of the window by his submission that Ishmael’s 
evidence should be regarded to be the credible evidence from all of the 
respondent’s witnesses. 
 
It was Ismael ‘s evidence that he had approached Dolph immediately after the 
hearing the derogatory utterances and the latter had told him that he was not 
going to take any action against whoever had uttered the said words although he 
had also heard them since the guys were drunk. This therefore, means that the 
applicant by accepting Ishmael’s evidence as credible also agrees that Dolph had 
heard the derogatory words that had been uttered but chose to ignore them. 
 
This also supports Israel’s evidence that Dolph had chosen to claim to not have 
heard the said derogatory words as he was protecting the applicant as they were 
both white. What Dolph said during the hearing can thus not be accepted as 
evidence to this hearing because it has not only been shown to be a lie but 
because the applicant did not call the latter as witness during these proceedings, 
to enable the respondent to test the veracity of his evidence as the arbitration  
proceedings are de novo proceedings. 
 
The applicant also had a motive to call black employees bobbejane because he 
had submitted during these proceedings that Cheeseboy had told him and 
Andrew that “vandaag saal ek ‘n boer moer”.  
 
What is thus left for determination is whether the applicant’s dismissal based on 
said derogatory words was harsh. There is evidence before me that it is the 
respondent’s policy that there would be no discrimination of anyone based on 
sex, gender and race and that whosoever does that is dismissed at the first 
instance.  
 
In proof that employees are dismissed for racial slurs the respondent through 
Mr. Tamakloe indicated that one Cheeseboy was dismissed for having made 
racists comments on the same day against white people. 
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The respondent thus argued that it would be inconsistent for it not to dismiss the 
applicant for a similar offence against black people.  It was the respondent’s 
further argument through Mr. Tamakloe that the applicant’s conduct has 
resulted in a complete breakdown of the trust relationship because he would not 
be able to have somebody within his department who sees other people in a 
different way as that was not good for the morale of the employees.  
 
The applicant had also indicated through his cross examination of the 
respondent’s witness that he was aware that employees who utter racists’ 
comments are dismissed within the respondent. It therefore does not make any 
sense for the applicant to now allege that his dismissal was harsh and therefore 
substantively unfair when he was aware that in terms of the respondent’s policy 
racist utterances always result in dismissal. 
 
Furthermore, racial abuse is viewed seriously by our courts in Lebowa Platinum 

Mines v Hill (1998) 19 ILJ 304(LC) the Labour Court upheld the dismissal of an 
employee that had called another employee “bobbejaan”. Whilst in the case of 
Oerlikon Electrodes SA v CCMA & others (2003)24ILJ2188 (LC) the Labour 
Court upheld the dismissal of a black employee for calling a white colleague a 
”Dutchman”. 
 
It is thus my finding in the light of the above that the applicant’s dismissal was 
indeed substantively fair. 
 
 
AWARD 
 
 
I make the following award; 
 

1. The applicant’s claim is dismissed on the basis that his dismissal was 
substantively fair. 
 

2. I make no order as to costs. 
 

 
 
 
 
____________________ 

 


